
 

 
Easy Home Decor Ideas That 
Will Instantly Transform Your 
Space 

If your home needs a design update, but 

you have a limited budget and less time, a 

few simple changes can bring beauty and 

sophistication to your beloved space. 

something as simple as an accent wall, 

colorful light bulb, or new throw pillow, your entire space can feel fresh, on-trend 

but timeless, and refined. 
 

VERBS: 

Decorate, decorated Decorar Update, updated atualizar 

Renovate, renovated Renovar, reformar Refresh, refreshed Revigorar 

Reform, reformed Reformar (reconstruir) Organize, organized organizar 

Modernize, modernized modernizar   

 

Framed prints decorate every wall 

My mom needs to renovate her couch. It´’s so old! 

We're modernizing our kitchen with a new oven, refrigerator, and dishwasher 

I need to update my smartv software 

A beautiful garden can refresh our homes and our hearts 

We must organize the house before spring 

 

What about you?  

What do you need to renovate in your home?  
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Light your home! 

Find out the best options to 

illuminate every space in 

your home. Lighting can 

change the atmosphere in a 

room and even impact your 

mood. It's also key for 

engaging in the wide range 

of activities that occur in 

your home every day.  

 

Not only white! Use 

Colors to Transform 

Your Bathroom 

Take an instant vacation 

with a nautical shade. A 

watery blue brings to 

mind lapping waves at 

the beach, or a nap by 

the pool. 

An accent wall 

Give life and highlight to 

the main spaces of your 

home. you can abuse 

different textures, 

materials and colors. 

 Display your book 

collection under the 

stairs 
A living room is an another 

place at a house where the 

staircase could be. In order 

not to waste any space you 

can organize a home library 

under the stairs. Here is 

how. 

Decorate your room 

your way. It is your 

refuge! 

Butterflies can easily create a 

romantic mood in a room, 

they are usually associated 

with spring and summer and 

easily brign these feels to the 

space. Nowadays the 

wallpapers can easily 

impress your personality! 

Retro style 

Many people say that the 

kitchen is considered the heart 

of our homes. people cook 

with their hearts, they give 

flavor to food. in addition to 

being beautiful, retro 

appliances can create a 

wonderful atmosphere, 

reminiscent of old childhood. 

The famous "old new". 

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/home/decorating-ideas/g1186/breezy-home-florida/

